
Name: Jerick McKinnon

Height: 5-8 

Weight: 209

School Georgia Southern

Year: Junior

Date: 11/17/2012

Opponent: Georgia

Score: 14-45

Location: Georgia

Surface Grass

Climate: Night

Temperature: Temperate

The Rookie Scouting Portfolio Running Back Scouting Checklist

Overall Score: 87

Power Score 15Balance Score 6

BHandling Scor 10

Speed Score 13

Vision Score 18

Elusiveness Scor 12

Blocking Scor 5

Receiving and Routes Scor 2

Durability Score 6

Attempts: 19

Rush Yd 102

1st Downs 6

Rush Td 2

Target: 0

Rec: 0

Rec Yds 0

Rec Tds 0

Fumbles 1

Broken Tackles 3

BLKs Assigne 0

BLKs Made 0

Game Stats Category Score

Leg Power, drives through arm tackles - 3pts: Yes

Effective stiff arm - 1pt: No

Initiates contact and punishes defenders - 1pt: No

Runs behind pads/Good pad level - 5 pts: Yes

Second effort runner/Keeps legs moving - 7pts: Yes

Lower body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Upper body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Avoids direct shots - 7pts: Yes

Can strings moves together in space - 1pt: No

Can make sharp lateral cuts - 3pts: Yes

Maintains footing when making cuts - 3pts: Yes

Maintains balance when hit head-on - 3pts: Yes

Balance when hit from an indirect angle -2pts: No

Carries ball with correct arm - 1pt: No

Demonstrates ball security - 3pts: Yes

Maintains control of ball when hit - 7pts: Yes

Effective short area burst - 7pts: Yes

Separates from 1st  2nd level defenders - 3pts: Yes

Separates from defensive backs - 1pt: Yes

Speed to turn the corner on outside runs - 2pts: Yes

Good decisions - 7pts: Yes

Patience - 7pts: Yes

Good line reads  anticipates defense - 3pts: Yes

Good angles in the open field - 1pt: Yes

Correct diagnosis of blocking assignments - 2pts: Yes

Effective cut blocking technique - 1pt: No

Good hand placement on stand up blocks - 1pt: Yes

Can deliver a punch on stand up blocks - 1pt: Yes

Mirrors/moves feet on stand up blocks - 1pt: Yes

Catches ball with proper hands technique--2pts: No

Can make difficult catch--1pt: Yes

Catches ball w/back to the quarterback--1pt: No

Used in the intermediate/deep passing game--1pt: Yes

A consistent target in the passing game--1pt: No

Consistent receptions on catchable passes--2pts No

Missed fewer than 10% of opportunities to play thus far in college career--2pts: Yes

Without chronic injuries throughout college career (Two or more injuries to same body part)--2pts: Yes

Without injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation during college career--2pts: Yes

Power Elusiveness

Balance Ball Handling

Speed Vision

Receiving Blocking

Durability



Name: Jerick McKinnon Date: 11/17/2012 Opponent: Georgia

The Rookie Scouting Portfolio RB Scouting Profile
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McKinnon was the quarterback in this game running the triple option. He demonstrated some patience behind blocks on runs otuside where he could press outside a block and dip 
back to the inside. He shows some footwork to break behind a block and plant and cut with a sharp change of direction to cross the field. He has the burst and outside speed to get 
the corner or make the first defender miss. He finishes runs with good pad level and maitnains good ball security to the sideline arm. When running as a back, I haven't see him on 
plays were he has to display patience in a zone scheme but I think he could learn it. NFL scouts have him as a 4.45 runner, but I wonder if the stamina is there. He's a workout 
warrior, but can he apply this to the football field at one position to work well? Special teams may be his future. He had the occasional slip with his cuts but oftne mde some very 
hard cuts. I've seen him use some spin moves in multiple games as an option QB in the middle of a run. Based on what I've seen of him in multiple games as a option QB, I think 
more room to get down hill earlier will help him set up moves better and break more tackles due to momentum.
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McKinnon has no experience as a runnerin a zone scheme or pro style running game. There's not much to see with him in terms of his conceptual application of these type of run 
plays. I didn't see much of a display of power or balance as a running back. I dind't see him as a blocker or receiver in this game. Needs to work on his stiff arm.
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McKinnon gained 2 yards on 1st and 10 with 9:32 in the first quarter on a sprint to left end after a fake witht eh dive. He turend the corner on the DT and OLB, but the DT reached 
the QB at the corner and wrapped him to the ground as soon as he secured contact with the ball carrier. 2nd and 8 with 8:47 in the first quarter for a yard Good job pressing the left 
guard's outside shoulder and cutting back to the inside shoulder. However he was dropped at the point of contact as he was hit ehad on by the LB. . He gained five yards on 3rd and 
1 at the top of the second quarter for a first down veruss eight in the box on a run to left end. He ran thruogh a wrap by the ILB at the left edge of the formation  about four yards 
iintot eh backfield.He then dipped inside the safety after getting down hill and reached the LOS to earn another four yards, falling forward to make the play. Nice dip inside. 
McKinnon gained 9 yards on 1st and 10 with5:49  in the half. He and through a crease off LG behind his FB. Decisive run with enough burst for nine, lowering the pads at the end of 
the run. McKinnon gained 9 yards on 1st and 10 with5:49  in the half. He and through a crease off LG behind his FB. Decisive run with enough burst for nine, lowering the pads at 
the end of the run. He got the first down on 3rd and 1 with 4:43 in the half on another sneak. He gained seven yards on the next play with 4:00 in the half on 1stand 10 at the 46 
of UGA. He sprinted off LG, ran through a wrap to his inside leg and gained another five towards the middle. Good balance.  He gained seven on 2nd and 2 with 4:40 in the third 
quarter on the sweep to right end, running hrough a wrap aobotu three ayrds downfield and falling ofward for another four. He gaiend 24 on 3d rd and 12 QB draw up the rgiht side. 
This was a display of good burst through an open lane up the midle and to the otuside. He was tackled at the first wrap. He finsihed with good pad level. He gained five on 1st and 
10 with 105;3 off LG and dipped under an oncomign hit for the final two with godo pad lve.
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Option kept the ball on this triple option play on 1st and 5 with 10:57 in the first quarter at the UGA 34 for a 10-yard gain. He dropped a step and turend to the elft side behind his 
lead blcok on the OLB at the left edge. He found a nice crease inside the numbers of the left flat and gained five yards untouched. He tripped during his stride on the turf and fell to 
the ground after gaining 10. He carried the ball under his right (inside) arm on the play to the left flat. McKinnon gained 2 yards on 1st and 10 with 9:32 in the first quarter on a 
sprint to left end after a fake witht eh dive. He turend the corner on the DT and OLB, but the DT reached the QB at the corner and wrapped him to the ground as soon as he secured 
contact with the ball carrier. Good job carrying the ball under his outside (left) arm.He gaiend a yard on 3rd and 7 with 8;28 in the ifrst quarter. He worked to the right end and 
showed some patience behind his guard to dip outside for a yard. Hew as able to work around the penetration up the middle to get to the strong side end. He lost four yards on 1st 
and 10 with 4:14 int eh firrst quarter when he pump faked and lost the ball when he brought the ball back down. UGA recovered.
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Option kept the ball on this triple option play on 1st and 5 with 10:57 in the first quarter at the UGA 34 for a 10-yard gain. He dropped a step and turend to the elft side behind his 
lead blcok on the OLB at the left edge. He found a nice crease inside the numbers of the left flat and gained five yards untouched. He tripped during his stride on the turf and fell to 
the ground after gaining 10. 2nd and 8 with 8:47 in the first quarter for a yard Good job pressing the left guard's outside shoulder and cutting back to the inside shoulder. However 
he was dropped at the point of contact as he was hit ehad on by the LB. . He gained five yards on 3rd and 1 at the top of the second quarter for a first down veruss eight in the box 
on a run to left end. He ran thruogh a wrap by the ILB at the left edge of the formation  about four yards iintot eh backfield.He then dipped inside the safety after getting down hill 
and reached the LOS to earn another four yards, falling forward to make the play. Nice dip inside. He gained five on 1st and 10 with 105;3 off LG and dipped under an oncomign 
hit for the final two with godo pad lve. He then gained 23 for the score on 4th and 4 with 6:50 int eh the game when he ran to the left end made atwo strong cuts in the hole to 
bounce across the middle to the right side to score. He stopped just behind his fallen lead blocker four yards downfield to dip inside to the middle, lengthened his stride to get over 
the legs of a defender and then platned and cut to his irght across the field to maekt he safety over top miss and gained the final 10 yards up the right flat.
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Option kept the ball on this triple option play on 1st and 5 with 10:57 in the first quarter at the UGA 34 for a 10-yard gain. He dropped a step and turend to the elft side behind his 
lead blcok on the OLB at the left edge. He found a nice crease inside the numbers of the left flat and gained five yards untouched. He tripped during his stride on the turf and fell to 
the ground after gaining 10. McKinnon gained 2 yards on 1st and 10 with 9:32 in the first quarter on a sprint to left end after a fake witht eh dive. He turend the corner on the DT 
and OLB, but the DT reached the QB at the corner and wrapped him to the ground as soon as he secured contact with the ball carrier. 2nd and 8 with 8:47 in the first quarter for a 
yard Good job pressing the left guard's outside shoulder and cutting back to the inside shoulder. However he was dropped at the point of contact as he was hit ehad on by the LB.. 
He gained five yards on 3rd and 1 at the top of the second quarter for a first down veruss eight in the box on a run to left end. He ran thruogh a wrap by the ILB at the left edge of 
the formation  about four yards iintot eh backfield.He then dipped inside the safety after getting down hill and reached the LOS to earn another four yards, falling forward to make 
the play. Nice dip inside.McKinnon gained 9 yards on 1st and 10 with5:49  in the half. He and through a crease off LG behind his FB. Decisive run with enough burst for nine, 
lowering the pads at the end of the run. He got the first down on 3rd and 1 with 4:43 in the half on another sneak. He gained seven yards on the next play with 4:00 in the half on 
1stand 10 at the 46 of UGA. He sprinted off LG, ran through a wrap to his inside leg and gained another five towards the middle. Good balance.  He gained seven on 2nd and 2 
with 4:40 in the third quarter on the sweep to right end, running hrough a wrap aobotu three ayrds downfield and falling ofward for another four. He then gained 23 for the score 
on 4th and 4 with 6:50 int eh the game when he ran to the left end made atwo strong cuts in the hole to bounce across the middle to the right side to score. He stopped just 
behind his fallen lead blocker four yards downfield to dip inside to the middle, lengthened his stride to get over the legs of a defender and then platned and cut to his irght across 
the field to maekt he safety over top miss and gained the final 10 yards up the right flat.
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. He gained five yards on 3rd and 1 at the top of the second quarter for a first down veruss eight in the box on a run to left end. He ran thruogh a wrap by the ILB at the left edge 
of the formation  about four yards iintot eh backfield.He then dipped inside the safety after getting down hill and reached the LOS to earn another four yards, falling forward to 
make the play. Nice dip inside.McKinnon gained 9 yards on 1st and 10 with5:49  in the half. He and through a crease off LG behind his FB. Decisive run with enough burst for nine, 
lowering the pads at the end of the run.  He gained seven on 2nd and 2 with 4:40 in the third quarter on the sweep to right end, running hrough a wrap aobotu three ayrds 
downfield and falling ofward for another four.  He gaiend 24 on 3d rd and 12 QB draw up the rgiht side. This was a display of good burst through an open lane up the midle and to 
the otuside. He was tackled at the first wrap. He then gained 23 for the score on 4th and 4 with 6:50 int eh the game when he ran to the left end made atwo strong cuts in the 
hole to bounce across the middle to the right side to score. He stopped just behind his fallen lead blocker four yards downfield to dip inside to the middle, lengthened his stride to 
get over the legs of a defender and then platned and cut to his irght across the field to maekt he safety over top miss and gained the final 10 yards up the right flat.
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Option kept the ball on this triple option play on 1st and 5 with 10:57 in the first quarter at the UGA 34 for a 10-yard gain. He dropped a step and turend to the elft side behind his 
lead blcok on the OLB at the left edge. He found a nice crease inside the numbers of the left flat and gained five yards untouched. He tripped during his stride on the turf and fell to 
the ground after gaining 10. McKinnon gained 2 yards on 1st and 10 with 9:32 in the first quarter on a sprint to left end after a fake witht eh dive. He turend the corner on the DT 
and OLB, but the DT reached the QB at the corner and wrapped him to the ground as soon as he secured contact with the ball carrier. 2nd and 8 with 8:47 in the first quarter for a 
yard Good job pressing the left guard's outside shoulder and cutting back to the inside shoulder. However he was dropped at the point of contact as he was hit ehad on by the LB. 
He gained five yards on 3rd and 1 at the top of the second quarter for a first down veruss eight in the box on a run to left end. He ran thruogh a wrap by the ILB at the left edge of 
the formation  about four yards iintot eh backfield.He then dipped inside the safety after getting down hill and reached the LOS to earn another four yards, falling forward to make 
the play. Nice dip inside. His scored was with low pda level on a QB sneak for a yard off RG with 11:53 in the half.McKinnon gained 9 yards on 1st and 10 with5:49  in the half. He 
and through a crease off LG behind his FB. Decisive run with enough burst for nine, lowering the pads at the end of the run. He got the first down on 3rd and 1 with 4:43 in the 
half on another sneak. He gained seven yards on the next play with 4:00 in the half on 1stand 10 at the 46 of UGA. He sprinted off LG, ran through a wrap to his inside leg and 
gained another five towards the middle. Good balance. he gained a yard on 1st and 10 with 14:54 in the thrid quarter. He slipped on an option play where he apepared to be 
intending to make the pitch but it ruined his teiming and he had to take what he could get up the middle, falling to the ground as penetration arrived. He gained seven on 2nd and 
2 with 4:40 in the third quarter on the sweep to right end, running hrough a wrap aobotu three ayrds downfield and falling ofward for another four. He gaiend 24 on 3d rd and 12 
QB draw up the rgiht side. This was a display of good burst through an open lane up the midle and to the otuside. He was tackled at the first wrap. He gained five on 1st and 10 
with 105;3 off LG and dipped under an oncomign hit for the final two with godo pad lve. He gained six on 1st and 10 with 9:00 in the game from a run behind his FB inside right 
guard. He finsihed diving over his FB's back for the final two yards. He gained two yards two plays later on 3rd and 5 run up the middle when runing throug a wrap at the leg in the 
backfield. He then gained 23 for the score on 4th and 4 with 6:50 int eh the game when he ran to the left end made atwo strong cuts in the hole to bounce across the middle to 
the right side to score. He stopped just behind his fallen lead blocker four yards downfield to dip inside to the middle, lengthened his stride to get over the legs of a defender and 
then platned and cut to his irght across the field to maekt he safety over top miss and gained the final 10 yards up the right flat.




